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The  
Anatomy of a  
Message

By Steven Farace (Association Staff)

Suburban West is committed to helping our members succeed in business. No matter 
the stage of your real estate career, we are here to help you be the best.  We developed 
our value proposition by discovering what you value most about membership. From the 
kernel of an idea to the final product, here is a journey. We discovered the answer about 
you, our member, and why you belong to Suburban West. As you make your annual 
dues payment, we want to inform you of the value of your investment.

BE THE BEST. EXPECT THE BEST. 
SUBURBAN WEST. 
When you set your sights on being the 
best, Suburban West is your source for 
education, technology and industry 
information.

Look to Suburban West for high-touch 
services to improve your productivity and 
lower your risk:

n Unmatched education

n Essential technology offerings

n Easy access to experts with answers
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The Beginning
Three years ago, Suburban West launched the I Am Suburban West campaign.  
As the market and industry changed, we wanted to confirm that our message was still 
relevant to our members. Suburban West’s Board of Directors asked staff to explore 
options for refreshing the current I Am Suburban West campaign. They asked for a new 
campaign. To help steward this update, Suburban West staff engaged Melynn Sight of 
nSight Marketing. Melynn is a 25-year veteran of corporate marketing. She left for-profit 
to work with association executives and board leadership. Buoyed by her experience 
in working with REALTOR® associations, we found that Melynn’s communications and 
planning expertise would best serve this project.

“I always admired Suburban West and the way they run their business. I am pleased 
that they wanted to re-discover a new, relevant message of value. Associations often 
present a long list of what “they” think should be valuable. Helping Suburban West take 
an outside-in approach was crucial. It was meaningful to the members who partici-
pated, to staff and leaders, and also to me,” said Sight. 

The Exercise
We were looking for a new campaign with 
streamlined messaging. We wanted to 
put more focus on the value of Suburban 
West membership as opposed to just 
stating the benefits. A value proposition is 
the member’s rationale for choosing this 
association over another one, or none at 
all. We discovered the priority needs of our 
members in any stage of their careers.

“The process of developing a value proposition allowed Suburban West to evaluate 
what members worry about and need most - from the members’ point of view,” says 
Sight. “This is a significant shift for many organizations and one that can create mean-
ingful dialogue about current and new member services.”

To move the process forward we needed fresh insights from members. This next step 
was the cornerstone of the process. We involved members who were most representa-
tive of the overall SWRA membership. We didn’t choose the most active members, but 
rather those with a low-to-moderate level of association involvement. To achieve this 
vital input, we invited two sets of members to participate in sessions at Suburban West.

“The Participants”
The first group of participants was individuals who belonged to Suburban West as a 
primary or secondary member. They either worked in offices outside of Chester County, 
Delaware County and the Main Line or had joined the Association after belonging to 
another local REALTOR® association. During an hour-long focus group session, this 
group gave insights about their conscious choice to belong to Suburban West rather 
than - or in addition to their local REALTOR® association. 

“As a member of multiple boards of REALTORS® in multiple states, it is always interest-
ing to see the differences in products, services, and support that are offered to their 
members,” commented Stephen Marcus, a participant in the focus group. “During this 
Focus Group a group of members with a wide variety of business focus, geographic 
area and experience levels were able to share what they need most from the Associa-
tion to grow and support our businesses. Even little things like the starting times of 
various sessions and events are important to the staff.” 

A Secondary Designated REALTOR® with Brokers Realty Network in Wilmington, Marcus 
added, “Every time I have the opportunity to participate in an SWRA-sponsored event,  

Associations often present 
a long list of what “they” 
think should be valuable. 
Helping Suburban West 

take an outside-in  
approach was crucial. 
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I try to make room in my schedule. I can’t remember the last time I left a session with-
out at least one or two ideas that helped me in my personal and business growth.”

To widen the scope, a second group of members participated in both a webinar and 
full-day workshop. These were members with low-to-moderate level of participation at 
the Association. During the full-day workshop, the participants actively discussed what 
they need most and how association services fulfill those needs.

Ash Swayne, a participant in the full day 
workshop, spoke of his experience and the 
organization in general. “I’m proud to be 
a part of an association who is constantly 
looking to improve its service and value to 
its members, so when asked to be a part 
of their value proposition focus group, I 
was happy to contribute. The session was 
handled professionally and the end result 
captures the essence of our association.”

Swayne, Designated REALTOR® with 
Swayne Real Estate Group in West Chester, 
added, “When I first paid my dues as a new 
member, I thought it was pricey, but now 
that I’ve learned and taken advantage of all 
they have to offer, I realized it’s one of the best values going for a REALTOR® and that 
membership truly does have its privileges!

Suburban West appreciated thoughtful participation by members in this important 
exercise. Member feedback from the two sessions built the foundation for a concise and 
relevant new value message. 

The Message
After the workshop, several value points emerged and fed into the final message. 

When asked what they need most from Suburban West, the members consistently 
commented on benefits and services that fell into three categories: (1) Real Life, high 
quality Education, (2) Technology that they needed to succeed in business and (3) 
Answers when needed from experts in the industry. 

Taking into account the audience and value points that impacted all member segments, 
Sight then took the lead in developing messaging options for further consideration by 
the Suburban West Chairman Joe Sheehan and staff. We wanted to be sure the words 
and images would accurately align with Suburban West’s brand and communications 
strategies. The group collectively reviewed and made edits in order to finalize a mes-
sage. With the final approval from the task force, leaders and staff, we developed final 
messaging tools in late September. 

“Suburban West’s value message is more than just words. The value proposition inte-
grates into the way staff and leaders communicate. How they welcome new members. 
How they build on the benefits that are key to you, the member. Suburban West deliv-
ers education, technology and industry answers today. Their challenge is to take and 
hone these offerings so that they get better and continue to keep up with your needs 
as time goes on,” Sight conveyed to us as we wrapped up the project.

Moving forward, Suburban West will broadly communicate the value of membership 
and continue to appreciate the feedback from members on both the value for your 
dues dollars and how we can continue to provide you more value in the months and 
years to come. n
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